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And when you visit at least 12 of 20 stations you
will be entered into the drawings for 1 of the
4 True Sound Ear Buds!
Enterprise Storage New
Technologies by HPE, Nimble,
3PAR and XP
Talk to the experts in the NTR room
about the latest news on HPE primary
storage technologies, 3PAR, Nimble,
and XP.
StoreOnce Gen4, RMC v6.0, and
RMC-S with Nimble
StoreOnce Gen4, RMC v6.0 (integrated
data path)and RMC for Nimble. New
DDA tool updated with Gen4 portfolio.
Discover the Smart Fabric
Orchestrator
Smart Fabric Orchestrator is a tool
that brings powerful management
capabilities. Come and see it working.
Entry Storage New Technologies
Come and get up to date and delve
into the Entry Storage Portfolio!

Visit the HPE
New Technology
Room!
For this TSS run, the HPE New Technology Room
will offer you the capability to touch and see
HPE Products and Solutions, talk to the experts
about Compute, Storage, Aruba solutions, AI,
Converged and HyperConverged products and
look at the latest Software-defined solutions.
Opening times
Monday, 11 March
Tuesday, 12 March
Wednesday, 13 March
Thursday, 14 March
Friday, 15 March

10:30 12:30 12:30 10:00 Closed

12:30
18:30
18:30
16:30

Let’s take a look at the timeline and
what’s new with the HPE MSA Arrays,
and explore the new HPE Storage File
Controller management console. Here
you can learn and see for yourselves
how adding file storage to HPE Nimble
Storage and HPE 3PAR is becoming
substantially easier. You will also see
how this new user experience for both
the HPE Storage File Controller and
StoreEasy 1000 systems, will help you
address your customers’ unified block
and file storage needs.
Data Center Networking Solutions
Come and get an update on Aruba
Data Center Networking solutions.
Aruba Analytics Driven Security
This station presents and demonstrates
the latest Aruba Insider Threat Detection
and Protection solutions based on the
4 pillars of a robust intranet security:
identify, control, detect and respond.

Aruba SD-Branch and Aruba
network management, analytics and
assurance, in the Cloud and
on premise.
Aruba network management, analytics
and assurance solutions simplify
operations and increase network
performance while improving user
experience. Come and see the latest
developments and demos of Aruba
AirWave, Central, NetInsight and the
Aruba LTE Sensor (aka Cape).
Aruba’s SD-Branch solution builds
on top of Aruba’s SD-WAN solution,
allowing enterprises to augment their
WAN with Internet as a business
transport medium and efficiently
peel-off traffic towards SaaS and Cloud.
The solution also addresses the LAN
and security challenges of increasing
number of mobile and IOT devices
joining the network by implementing
Dynamic Segmentation policies at the
branch. Aruba’s SD-Branch solution
is managed by Aruba Central, a
cloud-based lifecycle management
platform that offers a central point of
management and control for all Aruba
access points (APs), switches and
gateways.
Stop by see Aruba’s SD-Branch and
network management in action and
learn more about the solutions.
Aruba Experience First LAN
Portfolio
The EDGE is where the people
are, where the action takes place:
workplaces, schools, stores, factories,
hotels. This is where new experiences
are created that bring the digital
world into our physical world. This
is where new value is being created.
Unfortunately in legacy networks
operations remain siloed, controls
are disparate, context is fragmented.
As a consequence businesses spend
more time and energy keep rolling the
infrastucture rather then investing in
innovation to create value.
Come to our booth and discover Aruba’s
software-defined Edge Platform. Secure,
Simple, Smart. Ask our experts how Aruba
has abstracted Roles from the network
for unmatched flexibility and avoid VLAN
proliferation. Ask how Network Analytics
embedded in AOS-CX identify possible
issues in the core of your network before
you’re even notified and accelerate
deployment of your infrastructure with

Zero Touch Provisioning? Simplify and
Automate configuration with NetEdit?
Come and ask our experts.
With Security, Automation and
Orchestration at the heart of IT
managers mind, experience the
simplicity of Aruba Edge platform.
Come to our booth to see the latest
development in our portfolio and
understand why Aruba powers
networks for 60% of the Fortune 500
companies.
Aruba Experience First WiFi
Portfolio
Get the latest details on Aruba new
WLAN products and features both
campus and cloud managed:
• New Unified APs: AP-515/514 		
802.11ax; AP-303P with PoE out;
AP-387 802.11ad Outdoor PtP
• ArubaOS 8.4 release refresh and
what’s next?
Next Generation HPE Synergy /
HPE iLO server management
At this station, you can learn about
2 topics:
Topic 1: Next Generation HPE Synergy:
Get an overview of enhancements
to compute, storage, fabric and
management coming with HPE Synergy
in the near future.
Topic 2: HPE iLO server management:
Learn from the experts on iLO directions,
new features and on how to use
automation to efficiently configure,
manage and update your server
infrastructure with ease, while
maintaining an unprecedented level
of security.
What’s coming in HPE OneView /
OneView integration solutions
At this station, you can learn about
2 topics:
Topic 1: Come and see what’s new in
HPE OneView 4.2 and beyond.
Topic 2: Learn about the latest
OneView integration solutions with
Global Solution Engineering.

HPE Composable Cloud for
ProLiant DL
Come and see the new HPE
Composable Cloud for ProLiant DL
solution, targeted for on premise
hybrid/private clouds, that brings
composability to HPE ProLiant DL360/
DL380 Gen10.
Mission Critical news and
innovations / HPE Virtualized
NonStop
Come and see what is new in the HPE
Mission critical area, we can talk about
the hardware refresh with new Intel
Cascade Lake processors and Intel
Optane Persistent Memory DIMMs, as
well as go through our solutions
including SAP HANA and the new
WASL(?) that helps secure the
environment, and in addition you will
get answers about what is coming next
with HP-UX. We can discuss about your
challenges and highlight our strengths
and the benefits for the business.
In addition, HPE Virtualized NonStop
is a new way to consume HPEs most
available/scalable server platform. This
solution now fits with HPE GreenLake
offering and provides a great way for
customers to have a level of availability
in a private cloud that they have not
had before.
Next Generation Rack and Power
Infrastructure
Next Generation Rack and Power
Infrastructure.
Next Generation HPE Compute /
HPE Server Options
At this station, you can learn about
2 topics:
Topic 1: Come and see what’s new in
HPE ProLiant Technologies
Topic 2: Persistent Memory, 50GbE
NIC, SSDs- Come by the NTR15 to hear
the latest in Server Options from the
product experts. Also, see the latest tool
updates to help you configure quickly
and easily with HPE servers.
HPE Apollo Servers for HPC and
AI workload
Come and see latest information on
HPE Apollo Gen 10 servers. Including
HPE SGI 8600 and HPE A6500
purpose build AI server.

HPE SimpliVity
Showcase of the HPE SimpliVity
solution for ESX and Hyper-V and
opportunity to discuss with products
experts about product capabilities and
futures.
HPE ProLiant for Microsoft
Azure Stack
Increase agility, enhance innovation,
and control costs with the right mix
of private and public cloud to handle
all your workloads. HPE ProLiant for
Microsoft Azure Stack is a hybrid cloud
solution that allows organizations to
run Azure-consistent services in the
data center, providing a cohesive and
simplified development, management,
and security experience.
Stop by and speak with HPE’s Azure
Stack team. Ask questions and learn
more about the value of this solution,
where to find information and other
resources, etc.
HPE OneSphere: A multicloud
management solution
Multicloud strategy brings flexibility,
choice, and cost-performance
optimization by mixing and matching
a range of infrastructure options:
private cloud, public cloud, and onpremises. It enables organizations
to have a range of cloud resources
spanning across Amazon Web Services
(AWS) and Microsoft® Azure public
cloud, containers, and on-premises
VMware vSphere® and KVM-based
environments. However, as new
management tools are introduced
to manage more than one cloud
environment, day-to-day operations
become more complex. This complexity
results in requirements to provide not
only a multicloud management solution
that can manage different infrastructure
deployments and services, but also
ubiquitous role-based access for team
members across the organization.
HPE Edgeline Converged Edge
Systems Family
Come and see what is new in the HPE
Edgeline portfolio of products. You
can see the hardware closely but most
important, you can learn about the
progress in edge device management
with OTLink, Edgeline Integrated
System Manager (iSM) and Edgeline
Infrastructure Manager (EIM).

